Hi There.

We are Dominique and Danette

We are late bloomers to starting a family. A bit "late to the party", if you will. Mostly because it took us a while to be okay with ourselves, and well, because the world doesn't always make it easy. But that's okay. We've learned a lot. Mostly around acceptance and belonging, which we hope to teach another little human someday.

We are best friends. We laugh, travel, nerd out and eat great food together.

A few years ago, we decided we wanted to start a family. It's been a bumpy road. Although we have the baby-making machines available to us, they were both broken.

This opened us up to the idea of adoption, and we are so grateful.

We look at adoption as not only giving a child a loving home, but we also see it as an opportunity for two scared and hopeful girls to go through this journey together with you, supporting each other along the way.

We've got love to share, along with a warm home and some cool things that we've learned along the way.

So if you're cool with two awesome, powerful women raising your beautiful baby (you too are awesome and powerful), we are here for it. We aren't perfect, but we promise to do our best.

And we definitely promise to show care, love, and compassion through it all.

Here we go,

Danette & Dominique
Meet Dominique  Meet Danette

Dominique is the serious one. She's administrative, logical, and smart. She keeps our family on track. Danette is the silly one. She's creative, funny, and adventurous. She reminds our family to enjoy life and have fun.
Get to know Danette

She loves photography and traveling

Hockey is a big deal
She's played guitar since she was 13.
She's a wedding photographer!

Danette thrives on creativity and experiences. She loves traveling and trying new things. She loves woodworking, bird-watching, photography, and cooking.
Get to know Dominique

She's been a drummer since she was 14.

She loves reading  Running marathons!  Cruising on her motorcycle

Dominique loves learning and growing. She is constantly working to improve herself, and loves helping those around her succeed. She’s also obsessed with her car, cat, and working out.
Our Home and Fur Babies

Our home that we love!

Clockwise: Our home, Rocket modeling on our bed, our livingroom at Christmas time, our neighborhood in snow, our backyard.
Clockwise: Daisy our kind-hearted Malti-Poodle, Dot our black beauty and shy kitty, Bandito our newest fur baby, Daisy and Dominique, and our goofy sweet Rocket.
Our Travels

New York City

Iceland

Scotland

Los Angeles
Our Support System

Friends, parents, grandparents, siblings, and nieces and
nephews keep us sane and we're grateful for all of them!
A few of our favorite things...

Hawaii!

Eating!

Our local 30-minute walk.

Walks in our neighborhood wetlands!

Family time!

Our travel trailer!

The wild horses that live in our neighborhood!
Local lake that's only a drive from our house!

Lake days!

Halloween

Playing music!

Improvement projects!

Laughing!

Kitty cuddles!